INTEGRATED TRADING
WORKFLOW
Enhanced end-to-end efficiency from pre- to post-commodities trading

Addressing potential risks
Increasingly complex data and information access often requires
commodities traders to utilize disparate systems for pre-trade
research, decision making and actual trading or order execution.
Not only does this affect the costs in using and maintaining
different systems, but the time, resources and divided focus
on using diverse interfaces all add up to create inefficiencies
throughout the workflow. Furthermore, access to exchange
data in different visualization softwares often means paying for
the same data twice. Added to the cost and efficiency drop is
the element of risk associated with parallel running of multiple
complex systems to support the crucial day-to-day workflow
of your teams.
In this environment of squeezed margins, can you afford
these often hidden losses and take on the risk of failures
at multiple points?
Refinitiv can help increase efficiencies and control costs on your
commodities trading desk by allowing you to manage your execution,
market data and connectivity needs through a single solution.

Options trading on futures contracts.

Refinitiv™ REDI® EMS is an advanced, award-winning execution
management system that offers multi-asset trading functionality,
powerful workflow and compliance tools and rich analytics,
available via desktop application, cloud or API globally.
With the integration of Eikon, Eikon Messenger and the
Autex® suite, REDI EMS provides a comprehensive trading
solution advanced in its breadth and depth. This combination also
eliminates duplicate market data costs that you might otherwise
be paying.
REDI EMS provides access via API or FIX to facilitate order
staging with leading OMS providers, including AlphaDesk, a
cloud-based multi-asset class order management and portfolio
management system.

Integrated Trading Workflow

REDI EMS capabilities

REDI EMS features

• Single, multi-broker execution platform across futures
and options products globally
• Advanced execution tools including basket and pairs
trading applications for futures
• Position management, real-time P&L and multi-account
allocations
• Access to over 600 broker-dealers globally
• Wide range of FIX-integrated vendor partners as
well as access to Eikon App Studio content
• Software as a Service (SaaS) delivered to minimize
the technology footprint

• Global, cross-asset coverage: Trade futures and options
across underlying asset classes: Energy, Agriculture, Metals,
FX and Rates products covered
• Powerful execution methods: REDI EMS allows execution
through broker DMA routes, algorithmic and care order
capabilities
• Full complement of trading methods: Outrights, calendar
spreads, inter-market spreads, packs, strips and bundles are
supported. Ease-of-use tools bring the power of the market
to the desktop
• Comprehensive, end-to-end coverage: A range of API and
FIX connectivity supported for in-house or third-party risk
and back-office systems
• Unrivaled support: REDI EMS provides a follow-the-sun
support model offered by product experts globally, with
each bringing deep understanding of electronic trading
and local market structures
• Multi-broker connectivity: Trade on global exchanges
via multiple broker counterparts from a single platform.
REDI EMS currently supports 38 F&O exchanges across
the globe, via a network of connected FCM partners
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Speak to our experts today to start your journey towards
efficient end-to-end commodities trading.
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